What’s  so  bad  about  
corporations?
Corporations command resources that
vastly exceed those of ordinary
citizens. Corporations often have a direct
interest in weakening regulations
protecting workers, communities, small
businesses and the environment.
Their lobbyists get them tax breaks,
subsidies and other favorable
treatments.
Corporations can easily outspend
political candidates who wish to protect
their communities or limit corporate
privilege. Corporations can challenge
democratically enacted laws in court to
have them overturned.

What is corporate
personhood?
It’s the legal doctrine that a corporation is
a fictional person under law. In the last
127 years, this has been expanded by the
Supreme Court to mean a corporation
has the same constitutional rights and
protections as a human being.
Under current law, corporations
have “human  rights”  like  free  speech and
privacy. This has broad implications. For
example, the right to free speech means
that corporations may spend unlimited
amounts of money on political campaigns.
The right to privacy means that regulators
are not allowed to make surprise safety
inspections of factories or mines.

If corporate personhood is
wrong, how did it become
law?
By a fluke and then a series of bad
decisions  based  on  that  “precedent.”
In the 1886 Supreme Court case
Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific
Railroad, the court reporter (who had
strong ties to railroad corporations)
inserted a statement into the headnotes
indicating that corporations are persons.
This was then used as legal
precedent – even though headnotes have
no legal standing and the court did not
rule on corporate personhood. Many
Supreme Court decisions since then have
made the doctrine of corporate
personhood  “settled law.”  In  the  2010  
Citizens United vs. FEC case, a 5-4
majority decided that corporations are
entitled to the same constitutional rights
as human beings.

What about the idea that
money is speech?
This is another creation of the Supreme
Court. The Constitution says nothing
about this. It came from the 1976 Buckley
v. Valeo case in which the court ruled that
spending money to influence elections is
a form of free speech.
So for the 2012 presidential
election, all limits were lifted and just 61
large donors to Super PACs giving an
average of $4.7 million each matched the
$285.2 million in grassroots contributions
from more than 1,425,500 small donors to
the major party presidential candidates.
Whose voice will be heard, the rich guy’s  
or an individual voter's who gave less
than $200?

Why do we need a
Constitutional
amendment?
Because the  current  Supreme  Court’s
majority is not likely to overturn itself.
Only a Constitutional amendment will
allow us to limit corporate power.
Passing an initiative in
Washington State will tell our law-makers
that We the People are opposed to the
increasing power of corporations in
government. By the time the initiative hits
our ballot in November, 2014, probably
two dozen other states will already have
passed such resolutions. Why not WA
State?

WE BELIEVE
1) Corporations and other artificial
entities created by statute are
not people endowed with rights
in our constitution.
2) Contributing to or spending
money on elections is not
speech protected in the First
Amendment – it must be
regulated and controlled to
allow equal access and
influence in the political
process by all citizens.
3) All campaign contributions and
expenditures must be disclosed
to the public.

WE NEED








people to write Letters to the
Editor
people to recruit signature
gatherers
signature gatherers
people to speak to groups and
get groups to invite our speakers
people to do outreach at festivals
and other events
data enterers
money to run our campaign

Please visit our website,
www.wamend.org, and contact us at
wamendinfo@gmail.com
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WAMEND is a coalition of
Washington State and national
organizations committed to
passing an amendment to the
U.S. Constitution clarifying that:
corporations are not people
and
money is not speech.
We believe a new amendment
must be passed to restore the
voice of We The People.
www.wamend.org
this issue on twitter: #getmoneyout

